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Introduction

There are over three million cell phone 
applications available for consumers. While 
many apps allow people to engage with one 
another, many technology platforms have 
eliminated human empathy and kindness.  

This presentation explores the ideation 
methods used to develop a cell phone 
application that promotes empathy, kindness 
and empowers positivity between humans.
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Background

I have a love-hate relationship with cell phone apps. On the one hand, I 

value the connection and insight it offers from other people’s perspectives. 

I enjoy the ease of communication and productivity improvement. 

On the other hand, I hate how social media apps have transformed the way 

people communicate with each other. Social media apps have rewarded 

anonymous users with being as nasty and cruel to each other as possible. 



Apps I love

Social Media

Tiny Beans

Twitter

Instagram

Tik Tok

Productivity

Baby Connect

Fidelity

Google Drive

Google Classroom

Google Sheets

Etsy

Vimeo

Games

Terra Mystica

Agricola

Scythe

Terraforming Mars

Pokémon Go



Apps I Dislike

Social Media

Facebook

Facebook Messenger

YouTube

Parler

Tik Tok

Discord

Productivity

AT&T

Twitch

Got Chew

Grub Hub

Uber

Games

Among Us

Fortnite

PubG



The Problem
Social media applications have become a dark and nasty place. Users 

consistently target others, leave derogatory comments, and are quick to 

tear others apart. Users are also hyper-focused on celebrating their self 

achievements, feeding into their narcissism, and disregarding others. 

While there are pockets of positive experiences, empathy, appreciation, 

and understanding are at an all-time low. People are feeling undervalued, 

underappreciated, and require positive reinforcement.





The Solution
I would love to develop a cell phone application that focuses on building 

people up, not tearing them down. I’d love to see an app that celebrates 

kindness and empathy and rewards users with a healthy dose of positivity.

Gush is a cell phone application that seeks to do this. Currently, the app is 

in the ideation phase. The following sections explore the ideation methods 

used to develop this app.



Gush
“To speak with effusiveness or exaggerated enthusiasm.”

The app is a platform that allows users to create a 30 second video highlighting praise, 
appreciation, or kind message to someone. These messages can be integrated into a user’s 
contact list. 

Users can also access a daily feed that includes heartwarming video messages from across the 
globe. 

Lastly, the app could also create a kindness marketplace, where people can purchase skills and 
abilities from other users that spread positivity. For example, someone might want to hire a 
mariachi band to celebrate a friend passing their driver’s license test.



Ideation Method #1: Mind Map

I wanted to use a mind map ideation 

technique to map out my experience 

with cell phone apps. 

During the process, I developed what 

the apps I was currently using were 

lacking, empathy and kindness. 



Ideation Method #2: Provocation

I wanted to challenge the norms 

associated with social media. I am 

tired of seeing social media revolve 

around self indulgent posts and nasty 

comments.

Using the provocation method, I was 

able to develop seven possible cell 

phone applications that would help 

solve my problem.

https://thoughtegg.com/provocations-creative-technique/


Ideation Method #3: Analogies

I wanted to explore how researching an 

analogy method could relate to my app 

design.

In the analogy method, I was able to relate 

building empathy with building a house. A 

home needs a solid foundation before 

construction and realized that empathy 

also needs a strong foundation in 

awareness. I was able to then relate other 

components to building a home directly to 

building compassion.

https://www.interaction-design.org/literature/topics/analogies


Conclusion
I am not a cell phone app designer, and this app is the first app I’ve ever 

given thought to create. The ideation techniques used to develop 

transformed my thought process completely.

 I found the mindmap extremely helpful to identify what I was missing in 

my current app usage. I loved the provocation method to challenge normal 

expectations and loved the analogy method to look at this problem from 

other perspectives. 


